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ALPINE | MODULAR SIZE SHOWN

ASHBURY | MODULAR SIZE SHOWN

AUTUMN BLEND | MODULAR SIZE SHOWN
Coral Blend | Queen Size Shown

Crawford Commons | Standard Size Shown

Cutawba | Queen Size Shown

Driftwood | Queen Size Shown

Fort Harrison | Queen Size Shown
It’s time to think outside the brick and transform your home or office in ways you never thought was possible with SlimBrick® from BrickCraft - America’s Brick Yard.

Our natural brick tiles are truly unique. Cut from one of our 26 100% kiln-fired clay brick colors, these 5/8” thick pieces rely on the natural pigments of the clay for its color, giving SlimBrick® a vast array of patterns and hues. The brick tiles have a sawed back, carry the rough texture of the original brick throughout the layers and will give your project that much sought after look of genuine brick. **SlimBrick is available in the same kiln run as your full brick order upon request.**

Brickcraft’s SlimBrick® offers an easy alternative to a traditional brick wall look. Our thin bricks are lighter than conventional brick, and are ideal for internal or external applications - from man caves and kitchens to accents in a hallway.

**Benefits of SlimBrick®**

- Lightweight
- Environmentally friendly
- Matches full brick
- Easy to install
- Versatile inside and out

The color hue and the mortar joint method of your project can make a big impact on the final look of your BrickCraft installation.

Any of the six popular grout techniques shown here will not only give you the old-world charm you desire, but will ensure watertight properties and maintain the structural integrity of free standing walls.
PLEASE NOTE: THIS LITERATURE IS INTENDED TO GENERALLY SHOW THE COLOR RANGE OF BRICKCRAFT COLORS. USING PRINT AND PHOTOGRAPHY, IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SHOW ALL COLORS, PERCENTAGES OF COLORS, TEXTURE AND THE IMPERFECTIONS THAT MAY BE CONTAINED IN BRICK. BRICK FROM DIFFERENT KILN RUNS MAY VARY SLIGHTLY IN COLOR RANGE AND TEXTURE.